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Abstract
In this paper we &cuss the opnmtzatmn of However, evaluahng each drsJunct Independently may be very mefficrent. In thus paper, we develop methods that merge two or more drsJuncts to form a term The advantage of mergmg drsJuncts to form terms hes m the fact that each term can be evaluated wnh a smgle scan of each relation that 1s present m the term. In add&on, the number of umes a Jam is performed will also be reduced when two or more drsJuncts are merged The critena for mergmg a set of CfisJtmcts wrll be presented
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As we wdl see, the number of times each relatron m the query 1s scanned wrll be equal to the number of terms Thus, mmlmrzmg the number of terms wrll mmmize the number of scans for each relatron. We wtll formulate the problem of rmmmrzmg the number of scans as one of covermg a merge graph by a muumum number of complete merge graphs which are a resmcted class of carte&an product graphs. In general, the problem of mmunrzmg the number of scans 1s NP-complete. We present polynomral hme algonthms for spectal classes of merge graphs We also present a huensttc for general merge graphs.
Throughout thrs paper, we wrll assume that no relahons have any mdrces on them and that we are only concerned wtth reducmg the number of scans for each relation present m the query What about relahons that have mdrces on them' It turns out that our performance memc of reducing the number of scans is beneficral even in the case that there are indrces. We will polynomially reduce an instance of problem P2
to an mstance of problem PI as follows: Step l-Fmd a comer vertex cv such that cv E (V -V.4.
Step 2 we would tinally get three result terms, y1z , S2*T2-@J1 + U2), (S1 + S2)*TI*U1, and S1*T2%JI. Clearly, that would not be optunal.
Let Hcvl be a complete merge graph that was ldentdied m some iterauon of Algorithm A. Before proceedmg to the next &rahon, we would l&e to. Therefore, we need some cntena that must be met by the quahfymg edges and veruces before they can be deleted The cntena must ensure that the optnnahty of the result IS not affected after quahfymg edges and verhces are deleted. We must ensure that every vertex that was a corner before lsolatmg Hcvl remams a comer vertex after removmg the qua&mg edges and vertices.
We will first present the cntena and then an algorithm that we will call Algorithm B. The class of merge Step 2: Fmd the complete merge graph Hcvl rootedatcv . v~I=v~Iuv(Hcv ).
Step 3: klete edge e = v--u ik Delete_Edge(e) 1s true, v e V(Hcv1).
Step 4: Dekte v E V(Hcv1) If Delete-Vertex(v) 1s trues
Step 5 Undelete all edges v -vb (vat V(Hcv$) such that Undelete-Edge (v,. v true.
end while End Algorithm B
Step 5 has been mtroduced smctly for reasons of correctness. We wrll elaborate on thts pomt at the end of the section.
If, at the end of the algollthm, V-1 = Ongvertex-set, by Theorems 2 and 3, we know that the algorithm has produced the optunal number of terms % LS pomble that G may have broken up mto mote than one componentafterstep4 Tluscanhappentfmotethanonevettexof Hcvl ts an aruculatton pomt of G If G has mom than one component, each component must be dealt wtth mdtvtdually A note on the complexity of Algorithm B. Steps 1 and 2 are ldenbcal 111 algonthms A and B.
Step 3, the 1. &m'(9) = dun'(7) = 2, &m'(4) = 3 We remove vertices 5, 8, 10 and the mcldent edges 3--5, 6--8 The set of edges adJacent to vertices in V(Hld is now El = (4--2,4--3,4--11, 7--2,7--6,9--2, 9--12). Of these, edges 4--l 1, 9--12, and 9--2 can be removed as they are not The set of vetttces m v' fotm a maxunal set tf no more vetices m the merge graph can be added to V' to find another complete merge graph A maxtmum set UL the largest maxunal set. the (2drmensronaI) merge graph rs NP-complete. Formally, the problem PI may be stated as follows The number of such complete merge graphs 1s equal to 24*4*4 = 264
